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2 Optimal Feedback in Contests

1. Introduction

In a contest, the contestants compete—at their own expense (of effort)—for a limited number of

prizes; the prizes are awarded to those contestants whose efforts produce the best solution to the

contest challenge. A contest can provide incentives even in those unstructured settings in which

traditional pay-for-performance schemes fail (e.g., when output is noncontractible). Not surpris-

ingly, contests have become a standard tool for analyzing competition. Starting with pioneering

work of Lazear and Rosen (1981), Green and Stokey (1983), and Nalebuff and Stiglitz (1983), the

contest has become the archetypal primitive for analyzing a wide variety of settings: lobbying, pro-

motional competition, litigation, military conflict, sports, education, internal labor markets, and

R&D management (see e.g. Konrad 2009).

Extant work has yielded extensive insight into designing optimal contests, so many aspects of

contest design are by now well studied; these aspects include the optimal number of contestants

(e.g., Taylor 1995, Fullerton and McAfee 1999, Moldovanu and Sela 2001, Che and Gale 2003,

Terwiesch and Xu 2008, Körpeoğlu and Cho 2017), the optimal award structure (Che and Gale

2003, Moldovanu and Sela 2006, Siegel 2009, 2010, Ales et al. 2017), mechanisms for limiting access

to contests (Fullerton and McAfee 1999, Gavious et al. 2002, Che and Gale 2003), and the contest’s

temporal structure (Moldovanu and Sela 2006, Konrad and Kovenock 2009). However, in the past

the literature has largely focused on designing actions that the contest holder must take before the

contest begins. In contrast, more attention is now being paid to how the contest holder can influence

contestants during the contest (e.g., Gürtler et al. 2013, Mihm and Schlapp 2017). Perhaps the most

important among the contest holder’s options is the provision of interim performance feedback,

which equips contestants with more refined information about the intermediate competitiveness of

the contest.

When designing their contests, contest holders must make two basic decisions about the use of

feedback. The first decision is whether to provide static feedback or dynamic feedback. In a static

feedback regime, the contest holder commits to a feedback policy (i.e., the mapping of contestants’
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performances onto a feedback signal) at the outset of the contest and implements this policy

without exception throughout the contest. In a dynamic feedback regime, the contest holder does

not pre-commit to a feedback policy but instead chooses one dynamically during the contest. More

importantly, irrespective of the regime, the contest holder’s second decision is which particular

feedback policy to use.

So far, the growing literature on feedback in contests (Yildirim 2005, Gershkov and Perry 2009,

Aoyagi 2010, Ederer 2010, Goltsman and Mukherjee 2011, Marinovic 2015, Jiang et al. 2016, Mihm

and Schlapp 2017) has evidenced two shortcomings: (i) it concentrates solely on static feedback;

and, more importantly, (ii) the limited number of feedback policies it considers are highly specific. In

particular, Yildirim (2005), Aoyagi (2010), Ederer (2010), and Jiang et al. (2016) all simply assume

that feedback policies are fully truthful and accurate (i.e., divulging all available information to all

contestants). Goltsman and Mukherjee (2011), Marinovic (2015), and Mihm and Schlapp (2017)

do consider certain specific types of noisy or less fine-grained feedback policies. However, extant

literature has ignored the entire class of feedback policies that rely on (partial) misinformation

and fails to consider policies that rely on general forms of reduced information or that incorporate

general forms of noise. As a consequence, we do not know whether the policies that have been

studied are indeed optimal and hence whether those policies are even (the most) relevant ones.

Our main contribution in this note is to analyze asymmetric contests while allowing for a broad

class of static and dynamic feedback policies and then to characterize a contest holder’s optimal

choice of (potentially stochastic) feedback in such contests. We thereby extend the existing lit-

erature on feedback in contests in three directions. First, we incorporate deterministic as well as

stochastic asymmetries among contestants. Second, we consider dynamic feedback strategies and

identify the conditions under which their use is optimal. Third, and most importantly, for a broad

class of contests we identify the optimal feedback policy among the set of all (stochastic) feedback

policies.
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2. Asymmetric Dynamic Contest Model

We consider a contest holder organizing a contest for a fixed award A> 0 between two risk-neutral

contestants i ∈ {a, b} over two rounds t ∈ {1,2}. At the end of round t = 2, the contest holder

compares the contestants’ final performances and then presents the award A to the best contestant;

ties can be broken by invoking any rule. These and all other primitives of the contest are common

knowledge unless explicitly noted otherwise.

The Contestants. Contestant i’s first- and second-round performance vit is a function of

his inherent ability αi ∈ R, his first- and second-round solution efforts (ei1, ei2) ≥ 0, and the

first- and second-round random performance shocks (ζi1, ζi2) ∈R2. In particular, we let vit = αi +∑t

τ=1(rτ (eiτ ) + ζiτ ); here rt is the deterministic round-t reward function, which we assume to be

continuously differentiable, strictly increasing, and concave with rt(0) = 0.1 Contestant i’s effort

choices ei1 and ei2 are his private knowledge and are unobservable to both his opponent and the

contest holder. The realization of random performance shocks ζit is unobservable to the contest

holder and to both contestants for all i and t. For each t ∈ {1,2}, moreover, ζt = (ζat, ζbt) follows

a commonly known continuous bivariate distribution; although we allow performance shocks to be

correlated across contestants, we assume that ζt is stochastically independent across rounds. By gX

and GX we denote, respectively, the probability density function and cumulative distribution func-

tion of any random variable X. The costs incurred by contestant i for exerting effort eit in round t

are ct(eit), where ct is continuously differentiable, increasing, and strictly convex. Furthermore, we

have ct(0) = 0, c′t(0) = 0, and limx→∞ c
′
t(x)/r′t(x)>A supgζb2−ζa2 .

The utility that contestant i derives from participating in the contest is Ui = AI{vi2>vj2} −∑2

t=1 ct(eit); here I{Z} is the indicator function of event Z, and the utility of the outside option is

normalized to zero.2

The Contest Holder. The objective of the risk-neutral contest holder is to maximize expected

profits, which are a weighted sum of the contestants’ average and best performances. Formally,

Π = βE[(va2 + vb2)/2] + (1−β)E[max{va2, vb2}] with β ∈ [0,1].
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After the first round, the contest holder observes each contestant’s intermediate performance

vi1 (although not all its constituent parts) and can thus provide contestants with public feedback

about v1 = (va1, vb1). More specifically, under a static feedback strategy the contest holder commits

to a feedback policy P at the start of the contest and then—after the first round—transmits a

performance signal q ∈ QP to the contestants. Under a dynamic feedback strategy, the contest

holder decides on the feedback policy only after learning v1 and therefore communicates P and q

simultaneously to the contestants after the first round. In both cases, the contestants use the

information on P and q to update their beliefs about v1 in accordance with Bayesian rationality.

A (stochastic) feedback policy P is a tuple (QP , fP ), where QP is the set of all possible perfor-

mance signals that the contest holder can transmit under this policy and where fP is a measurable

and surjective function that maps the contestants’ intermediate performances v1, and with a vec-

tor S of random variables with support on SP , onto a performance signal q ∈ QP . In addition,

we assume that the inverse image f−1P (q) either has positive Lebesgue measure or is countable for

all q ∈QP ; otherwise, the contestants could not meaningfully interpret the performance signal q.

Finally, we use P to denote the set of all such (stochastic) feedback policies.

We are interested in symmetric, pure-strategy, perfect Bayesian equilibria of the dynamic two-

round contest just described. We require two assumptions for such equilibria to exist. First, in order

for the Bayesian updating mechanism to be well-defined, we must make the (mild) assumption that

any random variable in our model is integrable. Second, and in line with the existing literature

on stochastic contests, we require that contestants’ random performance shocks ζit be sufficiently

variable. It is intuitive that, if this condition is not satisfied, then exerting any infinitesimally small

additional amount of effort leads to winning the contest almost certainly, which would preclude the

existence of any pure-strategy equilibria (see also Nalebuff and Stiglitz 1983). For more concrete

thresholds related to ζit’s minimum required variability, see the insightful discussions in Aoyagi

(2010) and Ales et al. (2016).
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3. Contestants’ Equilibrium Efforts

The contest holder has the option in our model of providing contestants with additional information

about the contest’s competitiveness in order to influence their behavior. However, this option

confronts the contest holder with two challenging decisions. The first decision is whether to use

a static or a dynamic feedback strategy; that is, should the contest holder commit to a feedback

policy at the outset of the contest (static feedback) or rather wait to choose a policy until after

the contestants’ intermediate performances have been observed (dynamic feedback)? Second, and

more importantly, in both cases the contest holder must also select the specific feedback policy

P ∈P that will generate the performance feedback signal.

Before turning to the contest holder’s optimal answers to these questions, we characterize the

contestants’ effort choices while assuming a given feedback policy. In Section 3.1 we study effort

choices under a dynamic feedback strategy, and in Section 3.2 we derive the contestants’ equilibrium

behavior for any static feedback strategy.

3.1. Dynamic Feedback

The goal of any interim performance feedback is to influence dynamically the contestants’ effort

choices, for otherwise feedback would be pointless. Proposition 1 establishes that the contest holder

will fail to achieve this goal if the feedback policy is chosen dynamically as the contest unfolds.

Proofs for all results are given in the Appendix.

Proposition 1. Let η−1t (x) ≡ c′t(x)/r′t(x) for all x ≥ 0 and t ∈ {1,2}, and suppose the contest

holder does not commit to a feedback policy before the contest begins. Then there exists a symmetric

perfect Bayesian equilibrium with the following properties.

(i) Irrespective of the contestants’ actual first-round performance v1, the contest holder selects a

feedback policy P ∈P with a performance mapping fP that is independent of v1.

(ii) The contestants’ first- and second-round equilibrium efforts are:

ed1 = η1
(
AEζ1 [gζb2−ζa2(αa + ζa1−αb− ζb1)]

)
, (1)

ed2 = η2
(
AEζ1 [gζb2−ζa2(αa + ζa1−αb− ζb1)]

)
. (2)
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This proposition has the following intuitive interpretation. When using a dynamic feedback strat-

egy, the contest holder always chooses a feedback policy P = (QP , fP ) that maximizes the contes-

tants’ second -round efforts. By Proposition 1(i), however, such a policy is unrelated to contestants’

actual first-round performances; it follows that this policy reveals no information to contestants

about the contest’s competitiveness. In equilibrium, the contestants anticipate this manipulation

and therefore disregard the performance feedback entirely.

The essence of Proposition 1 is that, in order to provide impactful feedback (i.e., feedback that

influences contestants’ effort choices), the contest holder must credibly commit to a feedback policy

at the start of the contest—in other words, a static feedback strategy must be employed. Otherwise,

a so-called babbling equilibrium emerges in the spirit of Crawford and Sobel’s (1982) well-known

“cheap talk” results. However this finding does not imply that pre-commitment is a necessary

component of the contest holder’s optimal feedback strategy. As we show in Section 4, a contest

holder may actually find it optimal to induce the babbling equilibrium implied by Proposition 1.

3.2. Static Feedback

Having characterized the contestants’ equilibrium behavior under a dynamic feedback strategy, we

now investigate the more interesting case of how the contest holder’s feedback policy affects the

contestants if it is announced before the start of the contest. Such an announcement technically

implies that the contest holder has credibly committed to a P ∈P before the contest begins.

Our next proposition characterizes the contestants’ equilibrium effort choices under any pre-

committed (stochastic) feedback policy P ∈ P. Thus the proposition subsumes and generalizes

previous results in the literature that are limited to specific feedback policies (Aoyagi 2010, Ederer

2010, Goltsman and Mukherjee 2011, Marinovic 2015, Mihm and Schlapp 2017).

Proposition 2. Suppose the contest holder commits to a feedback policy P ∈P before the start of

the contest. Then, for all q ∈QP , the unique symmetric perfect Bayesian equilibrium satisfies

es1 = η1
(
AEζ1 [gζb2−ζa2(αa + ζa1−αb− ζb1)]

)
, (3)

es2|(P,q) = η2
(
AEζ1 [gζb2−ζa2(αa + ζa1−αb− ζb1) | (P, q)]

)
. (4)
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Under a static feedback strategy, each contestant uses the information about the employed

feedback policy P together with the received performance signal q to update his belief about the

distribution of first-round shocks ζ1 = (ζa1, ζb1). An interesting feature of Proposition 2 is that,

in equilibrium, contestants’ first-round efforts do not depend on the chosen feedback policy P .

This means that the contest holder cannot strategically choose a feedback policy to influence

contestants’ first-round behavior. Instead, any stochastic public feedback policy can influence only

the second-round effort of contestants.

Before presenting our main result in Section 4, we define two extreme classes of feedback policies

that play a key role in the contest holder’s devising of an optimal feedback strategy.

Definition 1. (i) A feedback policy P ∈ P is fully informative if, for any performance signal

q ∈QP , the inverse image f−1P (q) = {(v1, s) : fP (v1, s) = q} uniquely identifies the contestants’ first-

round performance v1. That is, either f−1P (q) is a singleton set or we have x = y for any two

(x, ·), (y, ·)∈ f−1P (q). We use PI ⊂P to denote the set of all fully informative feedback policies.

(ii) A feedback policy P ∈ P is completely uninformative if QP = ∅ or if the feedback mapping

fP satisfies fP (v1, s) = fP (s) for all v1. We denote the set of all completely uninformative feedback

policies by PU ⊂P.

If the contest holder employs a fully informative feedback policy P ∈ PI , then each contestant

perfectly learns the realization of (ζa1, ζb1); that is, there remains no uncertainty regarding the

contestants’ first-round performance v1. In contrast, a completely uninformative feedback policy

P ∈PU prevents contestants from refining their beliefs about (ζa1, ζb1) because the resulting feed-

back does not depend on contestants’ actual first-round performances (or because there is no

feedback at all since QP = ∅).

4. Optimal Feedback Strategy

So far we have characterized contestants’ equilibrium behaviors under dynamic and static (stochas-

tic) feedback strategies and have also defined specific feedback policies. We are now in a position

to derive our main result: the contest holder’s optimal feedback strategy.
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Theorem 1. Let h2(x)≡ (r2 ◦ (c′2/r
′
2)
−1)(x) for x≥ 0. Then the following statements hold.

(i) If h2 is strictly convex then a static feedback strategy with any policy P ∈ PI is optimal.

Moreover, there exists no other optimal feedback strategy.

(ii) If h2 is strictly concave then both a dynamic feedback strategy as well as a static feedback

strategy with any P ∈PU are optimal. Moreover, there exists no other optimal feedback strategy.

Before discussing the implications of this theorem, it will be instructive to elaborate on the

result’s underlying intuition. Theorem 1 reveals that the optimal feedback strategy is independent

of the award A’s size and of contestants’ first-round cost of (and returns on) effort. The optimal

feedback strategy instead depends only on the properties of the function r2, which characterizes

contestants’ second-round returns on effort, and of c2, the contestants’ second-round cost function.

We can explain this particular dependence by considering the examples presented in Table 1, which

reports the convexity and concavity of h2 for a wide array of commonly used classes of return and

cost functions. First, the table shows that Theorem 1 immediately suggests an optimal feedback

strategy for broad classes of r2 and c2 (including linear, polynomial, logarithmic, exponential, and

hyperbolic functions). Second, and more subtly, Table 1 helps us build a detailed intuition for the

theorem as follows. Consider the table’s top left case, in which r2(x) = γrx
w and c2(x) = γcx

k with

γr, γc > 0, w ∈ (0,1], and k > 1. Then h2 is strictly convex (resp., strictly concave) if and only if

k < 2w (resp., k > 2w). That is, the contest holder prefers a fully informative feedback policy if c2

is only mildly convex and r2 only mildly concave, whereas completely uninformative policies are

preferred if c2 is strongly convex or r2 is strongly concave.

It is intuitive that the optimal feedback policy balances two opposing effects. On the one hand,

precise performance feedback induces contestants to invest substantial second-round efforts if the

revealed intermediate performance gap is small; but otherwise (i.e., with a larger performance

gap), such feedback discourages them from investing effort. On the other hand, imprecise feedback

incentivizes middling effort in response to any feedback signal. Thus we can see that the upside

potential of a precise feedback policy is most valuable when any additional effort is not too costly
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Table 1 Exemplary properties of h2(x).

r2(x)

c2(x)
Polynomial

γrx
w

Logarithmic
γr ln(wx+ 1)

Exponential
γr(1− e−wx)

Hyperbolic
γr arsinh(wx)

Polynomial
γcx

k

s. convex if k < 2w
s. concave if k > 2w

s. concave if
k > 2

s. concave if
k > 2

s. concave if
k > 2

Logarithmic
γc(kx+ 1) ln(kx+ 1)

s. convex if
w= 1

s. concave if
2w> k

s. convex if

w> (
√

2− 1)k
s. concave if

w> k

Exponential
γc(e

kx− 1)
s. concave if
w< 1/2

s. concave s. concave s. concave

Hyperbolic
γc sinh(kx)

s. concave if
w= 1

s. concave s. concave s. concave

Double exponential

γc(e
ekx − 1)

s. concave if
w= 1

s. concave s. concave s. concave

This table presents sufficient conditions, on the properties of r2 and c2, for the strict concavity or strict convexity
of h2 as defined in Theorem 1. Parameter assumptions are that γr, γc > 0 and w,k > 0—except in the case of
polynomial functions, for which we assume w≤ 1 and k > 1.

(c2 mildly convex) yet has a strong positive effect on contest outcomes (r2 mildly concave). In

contrast, if effort costs increase too quickly or if the marginal return on effort is too small, then

the contest holder favors middling effort choices.

The findings presented in Theorem 1 have immediate implications for real-life contests. First,

part (ii) of the theorem shows the strategic equivalence of two very different feedback strategies. In

particular, the same contestant responses (and hence the same contest outcomes) follow regardless

of whether the contest holder declines to provide any feedback at all, commits to a completely

uninformative feedback policy, or dynamically selects the feedback. It is interesting that these

extremely different feedback strategies are each optimal when h2 is strictly concave.

Second, Theorem 1 offers strong evidence that, for many contests, two simple deterministic

feedback policies outperform any more complex policy that relies on strategic lying, obfuscation,

or deliberately reducing information. So if h2 is strictly concave, then no policy can improve on

a simple no-feedback policy. Similarly, if h2 is strictly convex then any truthful feedback policy is

optimal; that is, any attempt by the contest holder to (partially) mask a contestant’s true first-

round performance would be detrimental to performance. In short: Simple feedback policies are,

indeed, frequently optimal among the vast set of all (stochastic) feedback policies. This insight has

considerable theoretical and practical implications for the design of effective competitions.
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Appendix. Proofs.

Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose the contest holder does not commit to a feedback policy P ∈P

before the start of the contest. Then he can freely choose any feedback policy P ∈P after observing

the contestants’ first-round performance v1. In particular, in any perfect Bayesian equilibrium the

contest holder will select a feedback policy P ∗ that maximizes his expected profits Π given v1.

We characterize the properties of P ∗ and show that P ∗ neither depends on the contestants’ actual

performance v1 nor does it reveal any information on v1 to the contestants.

We start with establishing the contestants’ second-round efforts when the contest holder pro-

vides the feedback signal (P, q). Contestant a chooses his second-round effort ea2 to maxi-

mize his expected second-round utility ua2 =AEv1
[
Gζb2−ζa2 (va1 + r2(ea2)− vb1− r2(eb2)) |(P, q)

]
−

c2(ea2). Differentiation leads to contestant a’s necessary first-order optimality condition η−12 (ea2) =

AEv1
[
gζb2−ζa2 (va1 + r2(ea2)− vb1− r2(eb2)) |(P, q)

]
. Similarly, the necessary first-order optimality

condition of contestant b is η−12 (eb2) = AEv1
[
gζa2−ζb2 (vb1 + r2(eb2)− va1− r2(ea2)) |(P, q)

]
. Since

gζb2−ζa2(z) = gζa2−ζb2(−z) for all z ∈ R, η−12 (0) = 0, and η−12 is strictly increasing, it follows that

second-round equilibrium efforts are unique and symmetric, and thus given by

e2|(P,q) = η2
(
AEv1

[
gζb2−ζa2 (va1− vb1) |(P, q)

])
. (5)

The contest holder’s expected profits after observing v1 are then

Π(P |v1) =Eq[r2(e2|(P,q))|P,v1] +βEζ2 [(va1 + ζa2 + vb1 + ζb2)]/2

+ (1−β)Eζ2 [max{va1 + ζa2, vb1 + ζb2}].
(6)

Since the second and third term in (6) are independent of the choice of P , the contest holder

chooses P ∗(v1) to maximize Eq[r2(e2|(P,q))|P,v1]. We now proceed to derive this optimal feedback

policy. Initially, define the set M = {z : z = arg maxx gζb2−ζa2(x)}. For each m ∈M, it is true that

e2|(P,q) ≤ η2
(
Agζb2−ζa2(m)

)
≡ emax

2 , and consequently, Eq[r2(e2|(P,q))|P,v1]≤ r2(emax
2 ). Now suppose

the contest holder believes that the contestants use his feedback information to update their beliefs

about v1 in a Bayesian sense (otherwise feedback would be utterly meaningless). Then, the con-

test holder’s optimal feedback policy P ∗(v1) has to satisfy f−1P∗(v1)
(q|v1)⊆M; that is, the optimal

feedback policy induces the contestants to believe that their first-round performance difference

va1−vb1 ∈M almost surely, leading to an equilibrium effort of emax
2 . Yet, after the Bayesian updat-

ing, for the contestants to assign a positive measure only to those performance differences that

are in M, it must be true that under P ∗(v1), f
−1
P∗(v1)

(q|v1) = f−1P∗(v1)
(q) for all v1, and even more,

P ∗(v1) = P ∗ for all v1. In other words, the contest holder’s optimal feedback policy P ∗ does not

depend on the contestants’ first-round performance v1, and it does not reveal any information on

v1. Hence, e2|(P∗,q) = η2
(
AEv1

[
gζb2−ζa2 (va1− vb1)

])
.
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It remains to derive the contestants’ equilibrium first-round efforts. Note that contestant a’s

expected first-round utility is

ua1 =AEζ1,q
[
Gζb2−ζa2

(
αa + r1(ea1) + ζa1 + r2(e2|(P∗,q))−αb− r1(eb1)− ζb1− r2(e2|(P∗,q))

)
|P ∗
]

− c1(ea1)−Eζ1,q
[
c2(e2|(P∗,q))|P ∗

]
.

(7)

Recall that we are interested in symmetric perfect Bayesian equilibria of the contest; i.e., ea1 =

eb1 = e1. For any symmetric perfect Bayesian equilibrium, it follows from (5) that e2|(P∗,q) does

not depend on e1. Hence, contestant a’s necessary first-order optimality condition is η−11 (ea1) =

AEζ1
[
gζb2−ζa2 (αa + ζa1−αb− ζb1)

]
, and similarly, contestant b’s necessary first-order optimality

condition is η−11 (eb1) =AEζ1
[
gζa2−ζb2 (αb + ζb1−αa− ζa1)

]
. Because gζb2−ζa2(z) = gζa2−ζb2(−z) for all

z ∈R, the solution to the optimality conditions is indeed symmetric. Moreover, because η−11 (0) = 0

and η−11 is strictly increasing, it follows that e1 always exists and is also unique.

Proof of Proposition 2. Suppose the contest holder has pre-committed to use an arbitrary

stochastic feedback policy P ∈ P. Then, (5) gives the contestants’ unique and symmetric equilib-

rium second-round efforts for any q ∈QP . The derivation of the contestants’ first-round equilibrium

efforts follows exactly the same steps as in the proof of Proposition 1. This is true because we

are only interested in symmetric PBE, and e2|(P,q) is identical for both contestants and does not

depend on e1 in any symmetric PBE.

Proof of Theorem 1. In optimum, the contest holder chooses a feedback strategy that maxi-

mizes his expected profits while accounting for the contestants’ (and his own) equilibrium behavior.

In a first step, we derive the contest holder’s expected profits under a dynamic and a static feedback

strategy, respectively.

For a dynamic feedback strategy, Proposition 1 characterizes the contestants’ equilibrium effort

choices, and the corresponding ex ante expected profits of the contest holder are

Πd = r1(e
d
1) + r2(e

d
2) +Eζ1,ζ2

[
β
∑
i

(ζi1 + ζi2)/2 + (1−β)max
i
{ζi1 + ζi2}

]
. (8)

Similarly, if the contest holder uses a static feedback strategy with an arbitrary policy P ∈P, then

his ex ante expected profit—based on Proposition 2—is

Πs(P ) = r1(e
s
1) +Eq

[
r2(e

s
2|(P,q))|P

]
+Eζ1,ζ2

[
β
∑
i

(ζi1 + ζi2)/2 + (1−β)max
i
{ζi1 + ζi2}

]
. (9)

As a next step, we derive the contest holder’s optimal feedback policy under a static feedback

strategy. Note that according to (3), es1 is independent of P . Thus the optimal feedback policy

is the one that maximizes Eq[r2(es2|(P,q))|P ]. As a starting point, we evaluate this expression for

different classes of feedback policies. First, consider any feedback policy P ∈ PI . Such a policy
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P perfectly reveals the contestants’ first-round performance v1 (and by Definition 1(i), there is

no other feedback policy P ′ /∈ PI that does so). Proposition 2 thus implies that for any P ∈

PI , Eq[r2(es2|(P,q))|P ∈ PI ] = Eζ1 [h2(Agζb2−ζa2(αa + ζa1 − αb − ζb1))]. Second, consider any feedback

policy P ∈PU . Such a policy P does not reveal any information about the contestants’ first-round

performance v1 (and by Definition 1(ii), there is no other feedback policy P ′ /∈ PU that does so).

Proposition 2 thus implies that for any P ∈PU , Eq[r2(es2|(P,q))|P ∈PU ] = h2(AEζ1 [gζb2−ζa2(αa+ζa1−

αb− ζb1)]).

We are now ready to characterize the optimal feedback policies among the set of all stochastic

feedback policies P for a static feedback strategy. Suppose that h2 is a strictly convex function and

recall that we assume all random variables to be integrable. Then Jensen’s inequality implies:

Eq
[
r2(e2|(P,q))|P ∈PU

]
= h2

(
AEζ1

[
gζb2−ζa2 (αa + ζa1−αb− ζb1)

])
<Eq

[
h2

(
AEζ1

[
gζb2−ζa2 (αa + ζa1−αb− ζb1) |(P, q)

])]
=Eq

[
r2(e2|(P,q))|P ∈P\{PU ∪PI}

]
<Eζ1

[
h2

(
Agζb2−ζa2 (αa + ζa1−αb− ζb1)

)]
=Eq

[
r2(e2|(P,q))|P ∈PI

]
.

Analogously, if h2 is a strictly concave function, then the above inequalities are reversed. Thus, if

h2 is strictly convex, then any feedback policy P ∈PI is optimal under a static feedback strategy,

whereas any feedback policy P ∈PU is optimal if h2 is strictly concave.

To conclude the proof, we need to compare Πd and Πs. Propositions 1 and 2 reveal that es1 =

ed1 and es2|(P∈PU ,q) = ed2. Thus, Πs(P ∈ PU) = Πd, and it follows that Πs(P ∈ PU) = Πd < Πs(P ∈

P\{PU ∪PI})<Πs(P ∈PI) if h2 is strictly convex; and Πs(P ∈PU) = Πd >Πs(P ∈P\{PU ∪PI})>

Πs(P ∈PI) if h2 is strictly concave.

Endnotes

1. Such an additive relation between effort and performance shock is standard in almost the entire

literature on stochastic contests (see, e.g., Nalebuff and Stiglitz 1983, Terwiesch and Xu 2008, Ales

et al. 2017).

2. This assumption ensures that each contestant participates in the contest. The reason is that an

effort level of ei = 0 guarantees the contestant a nonnegative expected utility and, in equilibrium,

he participates.
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